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Which areas of IP/IT is your firm active in?
We do quite a lot of patent litigation and trademark litigation, and we deal with
copyrights matters, but not so often (except for architects). We are really
focused on the “technical” IP rights.

Who in your firm is dedicated to which area of IP/IT?
I do all the patent litigation cases, which suits me because I have dual
education: I am a microbiologist and a lawyer. I also do trademark litigation in
the pharmaceutical field. Other fields of trademark litigation are represented in
our firm by Peter Polak or Mark Rammelmüller. A new colleague will
strengthen our team in June and he specializes on trademark litigation, and
media.

Which are the recent major IP/IT matters that you and your colleagues have
been working on?
We are acting for big franchise systems providing cleaning of pipes. Recently
we handled a trademark litigation for this client before the Commercial court of
Vienna because one ex-franchise was still using the franchise materials and the
trademark even after it had left the franchise system.
Recently we also worked on some trademark matters for one Danish company
producing spacers, sound absorbers etc. Of course we also frequently work for
pharmaceutical companies.

Has there been any interaction or cooperation with any other Legalink
member in the past?
So far I did not have the need to track whether the colleague I was working
with on a matter was representing firm that is a member of Legalink. I think
that it is great that we are moving forward the IP/IT initiative because it is very
useful to get to know each other.
What are you personally working on?
With respect to ongoing issues I never share details before it is settled.

Are you going to attend some conferences related to your expertise?
Yes, of course. I plan on attending PTMG, the pharmaceutical trademarks
group, and also GRUR which will take place in October in Munich, and I think I
will also attend some specific patent conference this year too.
I hope to meet some of the Legalink members at the GRUR conference in
Germany.
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What are your firm’s expectations and plans in the area of IP/IT in the future
–will there be any interesting developments in your jurisdiction?
We are expecting some legislative changes with respect to the Unitary patent. I
think it will be a challenging issue, especially now due to Brexit.
Patents and trademarks are really developing fast. We are focusing on the
whole life science industry with respect to not only pharmaceutical but also
with respect to medical devices because this is a growing and quite innovative
area in which new products are developed quickly.

What do you like to do in your spare time?
I have a garden and everything that grows in the garden I use in my kitchen. So
what I really like to do is to prepare chutneys, liquors and others. This is what I
really like to do in my spare time, something just with my hands, which creates
a balance with my working activities.

Thank you very much!

For more information, please contact:
k.hellbert@fplp.at
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